In this paper we analyze the stability of a gyroscopic oscillator interacting with a finite-and infinite-dimensional heat bath in both the classical and quantum cases. We consider a finite gyroscopic oscillator model of a particle on a rotating disc and a particle in a magnetic field and we examine stability before and after coupling to a heat bath. The heat bath is modelled in the finite-dimensional setting by a system of independent oscillators with mass. It is shown that if the oscillator is gyroscopically stable, coupling to a sufficiently massive heat bath induces instability even in the finite-dimensional setting. The key mechanism for instability in this paper is thus not induced by damping. The meaning of these ideas in the quantum context is discussed. The model extends the exact diagonalization analysis of an oscillator and field of Ford, Lewis, and O'Connell to the gyroscopic setting. We also discuss the interesting role that damping of Landau type plays in the infinite limit.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the stability properties of a gyroscopically stabilized system interacting with a finite or infinite-dimensional heat bath. As a standard model for a gyroscopic system, we consider a particle on a rotating disc and a charged oscillator in a magnetic field. A gyroscopically stabilized system is one that is unstable without gyroscopic forces but becomes stable with the addition of these forces.
Infinitesimal dissipative perturbations are known to induce instability in Hamiltonian systems that are gyroscopically stabilized; see ref. 5.
Since the origins of dissipation (e.g., friction, viscosity,...) lie in the transfer of energy from one form (energy of one subsystem) to another form (that of a second subsystem) of a larger conservative system, it is natural to expect the analogue of the above destabilization phenomenon to be present within the more fundamental context of conservative systems which exhibit internal energy transfer. In refs. 12 and 13, we explore this in the context of a gyroscopic oscillating mechanical system coupled to an extended wave system (infinite string). Due to the coupling, motion within the mechanical system generates waves which can be carried off to infinity. Such radiation damping has been studied in models arising in the theory of quantum resonances, ionization type problems and nonlinear waves; for more detail see refs. 29-31, ref. 18 , and references therein. There are many interesting papers of course discussing the role of dissipation in quantum systems and systems of quantum oscillators, for example, refs. 1, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 22, 24, and 33 . We cannot begin to give a complete list here (and indeed our focus here is the classical rather than quantum setting) but refer the reader to the literature for other aspects of this problem.
We consider here two models of gyroscopically stabilized systems (a particle stabilized either by rotation or a magnetic field). We show that coupling to a finite (i.e., nonthermal) system of oscillators with sufficient coupling strength induces instability. This result is quite striking in the sense that one does not expect a finite reservoir to mimic dissipation and indeed the key mechanism for instability in this paper in not dissipation. We also however consider the infinite-dimensional limit. In this case dissipation does play a role which we discuss. A graphical criterion is given for determining the onset of instability.
We discuss briefly also the quantum setting where we show that while a stable oscillator has positive energy bound states, a gyroscopically stable oscillator has both positive and negative energy bound states. Coupling to the bath with sufficient coupling strength induces unbound states in the gyroscopically stable system.
Our analysis is for a model problem but there are interesting possible applications to systems with similar geometry such as Penning traps which are used to trap charged particles and obtain extremely precise measurements of atomic quantities. (6) Our analysis extends the heat bath analysis of ref. 11 to the gyroscopic setting. We show here that there is a beautiful extension of their graphical (intersection-theoretic) criterion for stability to a more complex class of curves. A brief earlier version of some of these ideas is discussed in ref. 4.
